Charades - act out a scene from literature

Alphabetical Order - get in line in alphabetical order without speaking

Sparkle - each student gives one letter from the spelling word

Oral Story - each student adds a line to an oral story
Fill-in-the-blank idioms and expressions

Skip Count - each student gives the next number in sequence (104-111-118-125)

Nonstandard Measurement – measure objects with nonstandard tools and compare

Elapsed time story problems
Birth Order Line Up
without speaking

Rub your head and pat your belly

Mental math (10 + 100 - 10 / 2 x 3 = )

Shake your head yes and no alternating between shrugging shoulders up and down
Tap one foot up and down while turning your other foot in and out with your heel on the floor.

Walking Directions – give oral walking directions to each other.

I Spy with vocabulary words.

Make backwards circles with one arm and forward circles with the other. Then switch.
Maps - give a starting point and a series of directions

Categories - give five items and students tell their relationship